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Exploiting Interference for Energy Harvesting: A
Survey, Research Issues and Challenges
Nan Zhao, Senior Member, IEEE, Shun Zhang, Member, IEEE, F. Richard Yu, Senior Member, IEEE,
Yunfei Chen, Senior Member, IEEE, Arumugam Nallanathan, Fellow, IEEE, and Victor C.M. Leung, Fellow, IEEE

Abstract—Interference is one of the fundamental aspects making wireless communication challenging, which has attracted
great research attention for decades. To solve this interference
problem, many interference management (IM) techniques have
been developed. Nevertheless, interference can also provide
some benefits to wireless networks if it is properly utilized,
according to the latest research advances. Wireless signal can
carry information as well as energy, and thus the redundant
resource of interference can be exploited using energy harvesting
(EH) to provide the power to support the operation of wireless
nodes. In this paper, we provide a comprehensive survey on
the research works of exploiting interference for wireless EH.
Some fundamental aspects are first reviewed, including the
receiver architecture, antenna dimension, network topology and
IM techniques, for wireless EH systems that exploit interference.
Then, two IM techniques for wireless EH, beamforming optimization and interference alignment, are discussed in detail. In
addition, several research issues are also presented, including the
adversarial jamming signal for EH and artificial noise for EH.
Finally, some research challenges of exploiting interference for
wireless EH are discussed.
Index Terms—Beamforming optimization, interference alignment, interference management, power splitting, simultaneous
wireless information and power transfer, time switching, wireless
energy harvesting.

I. I NTRODUCTION
NTERFERENCE and fading are the two fundamental problems of wireless networks that make wireless transmission
challenging [1]. For fading, there have been plenty of proven
methods to handle it; while for interference, the problem can
become intractable, and researchers have studied this aspect
for decades. Interference used to be deemed as a negative
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factor for wireless networks, which will disrupt the information transmission greatly if not properly managed. Therefore,
interference management (IM) has always been one of the key
topics in wireless networks [2]. Some conventional methods
of IM are to divide wireless resources into several orthogonal
fractions, and each user can only access one fraction, e.g.,
frequency-division multiple access (FDMA), time-division
multiple access (TDMA), and orthogonal FDMA (OFDMA).
To further improve the spectrum efficiency of OFDMA, nonorthogonal multiple access (NOMA) is developed recently [3],
which is a potential technique of the 5th generation (5G)
cellular systems. In addition, other IM techniques have also
been proposed, and an important one is interference alignment
(IA) [4], [5].
Nevertheless, the role of interference in wireless networks
is turning from adversarial to beneficial gradually [6], thanks
to the recent research advances in wireless energy harvesting (EH) [7], [8]. Wireless signal can carry information as
well as energy [9], [10], and thus the redundant resource of
interference can be further exploited for wireless EH, which
is an important aspect to achieve green communications by
providing power supply for wireless nodes [11]. Especially,
in the future 5G and Internet of things (IoT) systems, a
huge number of wireless devices are deployed in a small
area [12], [13], i.e., ultra-dense networks, and the interference
among users is severe, which should be well managed to
exploit interference for wireless EH with the quality of service
(QoS) of information transmission (IT) guaranteed. Therefore,
interference has two sides. On one hand, it will affect the
transmission of information. On the other hand, it can be
exploited for EH.
There are mainly three methods to achieve wireless EH,
i.e., near-field methods including resonant inductive coupling
[14], [15], magnetic resonance coupling [16], [17], and farfield method using radio-frequency (RF) energy harvesting
[8], [18], [19]. These methods have been studied extensively
[8], [20]–[23]. In this paper, we mainly focus on RF energy
harvesting, because it is the only one among the three methods that is suitable for long-distance energy transfer. In RF
energy harvesting, information is usually transferred together
with energy, as simultaneous wireless information and power
transfer (SWIPT) [24].
One of the key challenges in wireless EH systems exploiting
interference is interference management, i.e., the interference
should be properly managed to guarantee both IT and EH
performance with less transmission power. One method for
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TABLE I
L IST OF ACRONYMS

Fig. 1. Technical roadmap of exploiting interference for wireless EH : A
taxonomy graph.

interference management in wireless EH systems is to jointly
design the beamforming matrix and the PS ratio [25], [26],
[26]–[32], [32]–[35], in which the total transmit power is
minimized with IT and EH requirements guaranteed. Due to
the non-convex nature of the problem, it is very difficult to
solve, and many suboptimal algorithms were developed with
lower computational complexity, e.g., semi-definite programming and second-order cone programming. Another method
for interference management in wireless EH systems is IA
[4], [5], through which the capacity of interference networks
can be approached at high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). In IAbased wireless EH [30], [36]–[45], IA is performed first, and
then the received power at each receiver is divided into two
parts, one for EH and the other for ID according the decoding
matrix of IA. The optimization problem of IA-based wireless
EH systems is much easier to solve, since the beamforming
matrices have already been obtained by IA.
In this paper, we provide a comprehensive survey on the
research works of exploiting interference for wireless EH.
Particularly, we discuss five important aspects of exploiting
interference for wireless EH: fundamentals of wireless EH, wireless EH systems exploiting interference, interference
management techniques, research issues, and open research
challenges. A taxonomy graph of our paper towards the design
and analysis of exploiting interference for wireless EH is
presented in Fig. 1. To the best of our knowledge, this is
the first comprehensive survey on exploiting interference for
wireless EH.
In the following, we will elaborate on these aspects and
discuss the related issues. In Section II, fundamentals of

Acronym
5G
AN
CSI
DC
EH
FCC
FDMA
IA
ID
IM
IoT
IT
MIMO
MISO
MRT
NOMA
OFDMA
PA
PD
PSO
PT
QoS
RF
SD
SIMO
SINR
SISO
SNR
SR
ST
SWIPT
TDMA
ZF

Full form
5th Generation
Artificial Noise
Channel State Information
Direct Current
Energy Harvesting
Federal Communications Commission
Frequency-Division Multiple Access
Interference Alignment
Information decoding
Interference Management
Internet of Things
Information Transmission
Multiple-Input and Multiple-Output
Multiple-Input and Single-Output
Maximum Ratio Transmission
Non-Orthogonal Multiple Access
Orthogonal Frequency-Division Multiple Access
Power Allocation
Primary Destination
Power-Splitting Optimization
Primary Transmitter
Quality of Service
Radio-Frequency
Secondary Destination
Single-Input and Multiple-Output
Signal-to-Interference-plus-Noise Ratio
Single-Input and Single-Output
Signal-to-Noise Ratio
Secondary Relay
Secondary Transmitter
Simultaneously Wireless Information and Power
Transfer
Time-Division Multiple Access
Zero-Forced / Zero-Forcing

wireless EH will be presented. In Section III, wireless EH
systems exploiting interference will be reviewed and categorized, including receiver architecture, antenna dimension,
network topology, and interference management. In Section
IV, two important interference management techniques for
wireless EH will be shown, i.e., beamforming optimization
and interference alignment. Some interesting research issues
will be presented in Section V, including adversarial jamming
signal for EH and artificial noise (AN) for EH. In Section VI,
some open research challenges of exploiting interference for
wireless EH will be summarized, and finally, we conclude this
study in Section VII. Table I provides a list of the acronyms
used in this paper.
II. F UNDAMENTALS OF W IRELESS E NERGY H ARVESTING
In this section, fundamentals of wireless EH are introduced,
especially the two working modes for SWIPT, i.e., power
splitting and time switching.
Due to the rapid increase of energy consumption in information and communication industries, green communications
have attracted a lot of research interest [46], [47]. There are
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Fig. 2. Demonstration of several kinds of methods for energy harvesting in
wireless networks.

mainly two kinds of methods to achieve green communications. One is to deliver more information with less energy, which
is known as energy efficiency [48]–[50]. The other one is to
power the mobile node or to replenish the rechargeable battery
by collecting and then converting the energy from ambient
environments, such as wind power, solar power, vibration
power, thermal power and wireless power, which is called
energy harvesting [51]–[53], as shown in Fig. 2. One important
part of EH is wireless EH [8], [18], [19], through which
the ambient or dedicated radio signals can be received and
converted into electricity.
Basically, there are three kinds of methods to achieve
wireless EH, including resonant inductive coupling [14], [15],
magnetic resonance coupling [16], [17] and RF energy harvesting [8], [18], [19]. The first two kinds of methods are based
on magnetic coupling between two coils or two resonators,
through which the energy is transferred. Thus, the methods of
resonant inductive coupling and magnetic resonance coupling
are near-field wireless energy transmission, and they are not
suitable for long-distance transmission, e.g., longer than a few
meters, because the attenuation of power strength is extremely
severe with longer distance. In contrast, the wireless RF energy
harvesting is a kind of far-field wireless energy transmission,
and it is more suitable to be applied in the long-distance and
mobile scenarios. Thus in this paper, we mainly focus on the
wireless RF energy harvesting, in which interference is an
important kind of energy source.
Another reason why we adopt wireless RF energy harvesting
in mobile networks is that information is also carried by
wireless RF signals, together with energy. Thus information
and energy can be retrieved at the receivers at the same
time from wireless RF signals, and we call this simultaneous
wireless information and power transfer. Some initial works
of SWIPT were done in [9], [10], and it was widely studied
and spread by R. Zhang [7], [54], [55]. To achieve SWIPT,
the received signal at each receiver should be utilized for both
IT and EH, and there are two classical receiver architectures,

Fig. 3. Receiver architecture for SWIPT with a single antenna. (a) Powersplitting mode; (b) time-switching mode.

i.e., time-switching and power-splitting [7], as shown in Fig.
3.
When the PS mode is adopted in Fig. 3(a), the received
signal by the antenna is first corrupted by the channel noise
nA . The signal is then fed back to the power splitter, through
which the signal is divided into two parts, one for ID and
the other for EH. ρ defines the portion of received power
that is split to the ID terminal, and thus 1 − ρ portion of
the received power is split to the EH terminal. During the
process in the ID terminal, another noise nP is also introduced
that can affect the decoding performance of the ID terminal.
In the EH terminal, the received signal is converted into
electricity power to be utilized or stored. The channel noise
nA is negligible when EH is performed, and thus can be
ignored in the EH terminal. When the TS mode is considered
as Fig. 3(b), each transmission frame is divided into two time
slots, one for information transmission and the other for power
transfer. Thus, the received signal is fed back to the ID and EH
terminals periodically through a time switcher at each receiver.
0 < α < 1 is the percentage of transmission time in each
frame, and 1 − α is the percentage of EH time. Fig. 3 depicts
a single-antenna case. When multiple antennas are equipped at
each receiver, the PS or TS method can be similarly performed
at each antenna, and the divided ID signals and EH signals of
these antennas at a specific receiver are fed back to the ID
and EH terminals using the same coefficient ρ or α.
Comparing TS and PS modes, the TS mode is much simpler
to realize than the PS mode [7]. Nevertheless, it is shown
theoretically that the PS mode can achieve much better tradeoffs between transmission rate and harvested energy [7], [54].
Besides, accurate time synchronization between the transmitter
and receiver is required in the TS mode, and the receiver
should adjust its switching function according to the time
information of transmitter. Therefore, in the practical systems,
the PS mode is more suitable to be utilized than the TS mode,
and most of the research works are based on the PS mode.
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Fig. 4. Logic map of the research on exploiting interference for energy
harvesting.
Fig. 5. Pictorial illustration of exploiting ambient interferences for wireless
energy harvesting.

Interference is ubiquitous and adequate in the wireless
networks, including the interference between multi-users and
the dedicated interference like jamming signal and artificial
noise [45], [56]. Thus the interference can be exploited as
a perpetual energy source for wireless EH systems, and the
logic map of the topic in this paper, i.e., exploiting interference
for EH, is presented in Fig. 4. In the rest of this paper, we
will mainly concentrate on the aspect of interference-based
wireless EH systems.
III. E XPLOITING I NTERFERENCE FOR W IRELESS E NERGY
H ARVESTING
Interference is ubiquitous in wireless networks, and it used
to be deemed as a harmful factor that can affect the QoS
of the information transmission [2]. Many techniques have
been developed to mitigate the influence of interference on the
performance of wireless networks, e.g., orthogonal multiple
access, interference alignment [4], [5], interference cancellation [57], dirty paper [58], etc. On the other hand, interference
is also a kind of RF signal, which can carry energy together
with information. Thus the harmful interference can be exploited as a helpful energy source for wireless energy harvesting.
A pictorial illustration of exploiting ambient interferences for
wireless EH is shown in Fig. 5.
In the figure, it is shown that the signals transmitted by
other users will affect the transmission of a specific transceiver
as interferences, which can be harvested by the receiver
to support its operation and recharge the battery. This is
especially suitable in the scenarios of hyper-dense small-cell
networks, where plenty of users coexist in a limited area,
and the interferences from other users are very strong. One
key challenge to exploit interference for wireless EH is that
the interference should be perfectly eliminated to recover the
transmitted information and harvest energy. Besides, when
there exists an adversarial jammer that intends to disrupt the
legitimate transmission of the network, its transmit power is
usually very high, and the jamming signal can be properly
managed and harvested to support the legitimate receiver.
When the security of wireless networks is considered, artificial

noise can be generated to disrupt the potential eavesdroppers,
without affecting the legitimate transmission. Thus the AN
can be re-utilized as energy source that is harvested by the
legitimate receivers.
In this section, the classifications and applications of wireless EH systems exploiting interference are demonstrated in
detail as in Table II, including receiver architecture, antenna
dimension, network topology, and interference management.
A. Receiver Architecture
There are mainly three kinds of receiver architectures of
exploiting interference for wireless EH [7], i.e., power splitting
[25], [27]–[37], [40], [42], [45], [59]–[67], time switching
[38], [41], [43], [44], [67]–[72], and separated ID and EH
[73]–[81], which are discussed as follows.
(a) Power Splitting: At the receiver for SWIPT based on the
PS mode, both an ID terminal and an EH terminal are equipped
at each receiver, and the SWIPT exploiting interference can be
achieved through a power splitter [25], [27]–[37], [40], [42],
[45], [59]–[65], [67], as shown in Fig. 3(a). With the help of
the power splitter, one part of the received power that contains
both information and interference is fed to the ID terminal,
and the other part is split to the EH terminal. In most of the
research works, the PS ratios of all the antennas of a certain
receiver are set to be equal. Nevertheless, in some works, the
PS ratios of different antennas of a certain receiver can be
different and are also optimized to improve the performance
with relatively high complexity, which is called independent
power splitting [66]. The independent power splitting is much
more difficult to optimize for better performance.
(b) Time Switching: In the time-switching architecture for
SWIPT exploiting interference, both an ID terminal and an
EH terminal are equipped at each receiver, and the received
signals and interferences are devoted to either the ID terminal
and EH terminal in different time slots periodically through
a time switcher as shown in Fig. 3(b) [38], [41], [43], [44],
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TABLE II
C LASSIFICATIONS AND A PPLICATIONS OF W IRELESS E NERGY H ARVESTING S YSTEMS THAT E XPLOIT I NTERFERENCE .
Classifications and Applications
Receiver
Architecture

Energy
Harvesting
Exploiting
Interference

Antenna
Dimension

Network
Topology

Interference
Management

Remark

References

Power Splitting

Most used

[25], [27]–[37], [40], [42], [45], [59]–[67]

Time Switching

Strict synchronization

[38], [41], [43], [44], [67]–[72]

Separated ID and EH

Not suitable for SWIPT

[73]–[81]

SISO

Interference not eliminated

[33], [59], [60], [62], [68], [79]

MISO

Downlink

[25]–[29], [31], [32], [61], [82]

SIMO

Not suitable

[66]

MIMO

Most used

[30], [36]–[44], [63], [69], [73], [75]–[78], [81], [83]

Massive MIMO

Future direction

[84]

Interference Network

Most researched

External Interference

Need not manage interference

[25], [27]–[33], [36]–[38], [40]–[44]
[59]–[63], [68]–[71], [73]–[81]
[45], [64], [66], [67], [84], [85]

Broadcast Network

Downlink

[26], [82]

Relay-Based Network

Relay should be well powered

[34], [35], [65], [67], [72], [85]

Beamforming Optimization

Optimal, but Complex

[25]–[35]

Interference Alignment

No interference, easy to optimize

[30], [36]–[45], [56]

Interference Cancellation

Not widely researched

[24]

[67]–[72]. Besides, the TDMA and user selection modes can
also be deemed as a kind of time switching.
(c) Separated ID and EH: The third kind of receiver
architecture for wireless EH systems exploiting interference
is the mode of separated ID and EH [73]–[81], with only one
ID or one EH terminal equipped at each receiver, i.e., each
receiver can be devoted to either ID or EH. Thus, it incurs
a huge amount of hardware complexity, but can be a good
choice for wireless EH.
Comparing these three receiver architectures, the TS mode
is the easiest one to achieve. However, strict time synchronization among users is required, which is difficult to ensure,
and it is more sensitive to system parameters than the PS
mode. For the mode of separated ID and EH, one receiver
can only decode the information or harvest the energy, and
thus it is not flexible to utilize. Therefore, the PS mode is the
most popular receiver architecture for wireless EH systems
that exploit interference.
B. Antenna Dimension
Interference oriented wireless EH can be achieved with
different antenna dimmensions, e.g., single-input and singleoutput (SISO) [33], [59], [60], [62], [68], [79], multiple-input
and single-output (MISO) [25]–[29], [31], [32], [61], [82],
single-input and multiple-output (SIMO) [66], multiple-input
and multiple-output (MIMO) [30], [30], [36]–[44], [63], [69],
[73], [75]–[78], [81], [83], and massive MIMO [84].
(a) SISO: Only a few research works have concentrated on
the wireless EH problem in SISO multi-user networks [33],
[59], [60], [62], [68], [79], due to the fact that beamforming
at the transmitters and decoding at the receivers cannot be
performed in the multi-user network with only a single antenna
at each transceiver. Thus, in the SISO multi-user network for
wireless EH, the transmitted information cannot be recovered

perfectly with the residual interference, and the QoS of transmission is affected, although EH still can be performed. With
the development of wireless communications, the techniques
of multiple antennas are widely adopted, and we can leverage
the benefit of multi-antenna to manage interference while
performing wireless EH.
(b) MISO: MISO is widely adopted in the SWIPT of
interference networks. This is because that it can be utilized
in the downlink of cellular networks, where more antennas
are equipped at the transmitters that serve as base stations,
and only a single antenna is equipped at each receiver to
guarantee the mobility of end users. In addition, when the
antennas at each transmitter is adequate, i.e., the number
of antennas at each transmitter is no less than that at each
receiver, the interference at a specific receiver can be zeroforced (ZF) by beamforming at the transmitter [32], and
the SWIPT can be performed without interference. Some
other beamforming schemes can also be adopted, like the
maximum ratio transmission (MRT) [32], and in [28] the ZF
beamforming and the MRT beamforming are combined to
achieve SWIPT in MISO interference networks. Nevertheless,
the requirement of number of antennas at each transmitter is
high in the ZF scheme, and there may not be enough antennas
to perform perfect zero-forcing in practical systems. Thus
the beamforming matrices are optimized jointly with power
splitting in many research works [25]–[27], [29], [31], [61],
[82], to minimize the transmit power with the requirements
of QoS of information transmission and energy harvested
satisfied.
Besides, there are some other research works on the wireless
EH technique that exploits interference in MISO networks.
In [74], [79], [80], the scenario of two users is considered,
in which one receiver is adopted only for IT, and the other
receiver is dedicated to EH. By separating the ID terminal
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and EH terminal in different receivers, SWIPT and interference
management are much easier to achieve together. However, the
receivers are limited to realize either IT or EH, which is not
flexible. Another method to perform interference management
and SWIPT is to utilize TDMA scheme [70], [71], which
can also be considered as a kind of TS mode, i.e., each
receiver is dedicated to either ID or EH at each time slot,
and these schemes are much easier to achieve. However, when
the number of users becomes larger, the time synchronization
among users becomes much more complicated.
(c) SIMO: From theoretical analysis, the SIMO model can
be adopted to perform SWIPT when interferences exist. This
is because zero-forcing can be performed at each multipleantenna receiver to manage interference as well as harvest
energy. However, there are quite a few research works focusing
on exploiting interference for wireless EH [66], and the
reasons are as follows.
•

•

When SIMO is adopted, it is suitable to be utilized in
the uplink of cellular networks, due to the fact that more
antennas should be equipped at the base stations instead
of mobile users. The base stations are usually connected
to the grid, and thus the power supply is sufficient,
while the mobile users are usually powered by batteries
to guarantee the mobility. Thus, it is not reasonable to
harvest energy at the base stations from mobile users in
SIMO based systems, although SWIPT can be performed
in the SIMO interference networks.
In the SIMO interference networks, when wireless EH
is performed, the energy is transferred by some singleantenna transmitters to the multiple-antenna receivers.
This is difficult to achieve, because little energy can be
generated and emitted by only a single antenna, which is
far from sufficient to be harvested by so many antennas at
the receivers. Thus the MISO system is more suitable to
perform wireless EH than SIMO, where multiple antennas
generate and emit energy that is harvested by a singleantenna end.

(d) MIMO: MIMO technology is widely utilized in the
modern wireless networks, as the rapid development of the
multi-antenna techniques. Thus, most of the research works
on wireless EH in interference networks are based on MIMO
systems. There are mainly two methods to achieve this, i.e.,
to optimize the beamforming matrices [30], [63], [69], [73],
[75]–[78], [81], [83], and to design the SWIPT scheme based
on some interference management technologies such as interference alignment [30], [36]–[44] and interference cancellation
[24]. When the beamforming matrices and PS ratios are jointly
optimized, the interferences at each receiver are not perfectly
eliminated, instead, the best performance is sought by the joint
optimization. Usually, the sum transmit power of the network
is minimized with both of the QoS and EH thresholds satisfied. Exploiting interference for wireless EH when adopting
beamforming optimization will be demonstrated in Section IVA in detail. When IA is adopted to achieve the SWIPT in
interference networks, the interferences at each receiver can
be eliminated completely, and some part of the received signal
is split for EH. The wireless EH in IA-based networks will be

Fig. 6. An interference network for wireless energy harvesting that exploits
interference.

demonstrated in Section IV-B in detail.
(e) Massive MIMO: Massive MIMO is a key technique
for the future 5G mobile networks. Interference can also
be exploited for the wireless EH in massive MIMO based
interference systems, in which the interferences among users
can be collected as power source by the receiver with massive
antennas. Although only quite a few research works are done
on this aspect [84], the direction of wireless EH in massive
MIMO is growing up [86]–[88], and thus interference oriented
wireless EH based on massive MIMO will attract more interest
in the future.
C. Network Topology
In the existing research works, interference has been exploited for wireless EH in different kinds of network topologies,
e.g., interference network [25], [27]–[33], [36]–[38], [40]–
[44], [59]–[63], [68]–[71], [73]–[81], external interference
outside the network [45], [64], [66], [67], [84], [85], broadcast
network [26], [82], relay-based multi-user network [34], [35],
[65], [67], [72], [85], etc.
(a) Interference Network: Interference network is the fundamental kind of topology for multi-user network [89], in
which each transmitter sends independent information to its
corresponding receiver, and the signals received at the undesired receiver are deemed as interferences. Therefore, most of
the research works on the interference-based wireless EH is
developed in interference networks, in which the interferences
among users can be further exploited as a source of energy
supply for wireless EH, as shown in Fig. 6, with the information decoding also performed.
There are mainly three methods to achieve wireless EH in
interference networks. For the first one, the ID and EH can be
performed simultaneously at each user, through the receiver
architecture of PS as shown in Fig. 3(a) [25], [27]–[33], [36],
[37], [40], [42], [59]–[63]. In the second method, both ID and
EH terminals are equipped at each receiver, and the TDMA,
the user selection, and the TS mode can be all classified as
this method, which is shown in Fig. 3(b) [38], [41], [43], [44],
[68]–[71]. In this method, the receiver either operates in the
EH function or in the ID function at a certain time slot, and
the functions will be switched among users over different time
slots. In the last method, each receiver is dedicated to either
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Fig. 7. A wireless energy harvesting system that exploits external interference
outside the network.

S UMMARY OF THE

TABLE III
M ETHODS OF W IRELESS E NERGY H ARVESTING WITH
E XTERNAL I NTERFERENCES .

Network Types

References

Point-to-Point Transmission Link

[64], [66]

Massive MIMO system

[84]

Relay System

[67], [85]

Anti-Jamming Network

[45]

ID or EH, and the function of each receiver cannot change in
different time slots [73]–[81]. That is to say, at some receivers,
only ID can be performed, and at other receivers, only EH can
be achieved. Among these three methods, the PS mode is most
used, because it can be realized easily without the requirement
of accurate time synchronization.
(b) External Interference Outside the Network: In the interference network, the interferences among users can be adopted
as an energy supply for wireless EH. Nevertheless, sometimes,
the interference does exist, and we cannot definitely know
where it comes from. Thus some research works are done
on this aspect, in which SWIPT is considered in a certain
network, with some external interferences as potential energy
source [45], [64], [66], [67], [84], [85], as show in Fig. 7.
The external interferences can be some signals from other
networks or cells, or some adversarial jamming signals outside
the network, which are summarized as Table III.
In [64], [66], interference and transmitted information were
adopted to perform SWIPT at the receiver of a point-to-point
pair through using the PS architecture, with SIMO and SISO
adopted, respectively. In [84], the external interference was
utilized along with the transmitted signal as a energy supply
for SWIPT in a massive MIMO system. Relay system was
also considered in [67], [85], in which the power-constrained
relay harvests wireless energy from the external interference
and transmitted signal from the source, and then performs
information processing in the TS or PS mode. In [45], an
anti-jamming IA network was proposed, in which the external
jamming signal can be exploited as a source of wireless energy
to be harvested with the QoS of IA users satisfied, through the
PS mode.
(c) Broadcast Network: Broadcast network is usually adopted in the downlink of cellular networks [90], in which a
multi-antenna transmitter serves as the base station, and some
receivers with less antennas are mobile users. In the broadcast
network, the transmitted signals from the base station to

Fig. 8. A broadcast network for wireless energy harvesting that exploits
interference.

other mobile users are interferences for a specific user, which
should be properly managed or even completely eliminated to
guarantee the QoS of each user by beamforming. However,
the interferences among mobile users can be also deemed
as an adequate source of energy supply, and utilized for
wireless EH for the mobile users, as shown in Fig. 8. In [26],
[82], constructive interference in MISO broadcast networks
was leveraged to improve the performance of information
detection, and was also utilized as a energy supply for wireless
EH.
Although there exist only a few research works on this
aspect [26], [82], it is reasonable and suitable to achieve
wireless EH in broadcast networks. This is due to the fact that
the base station can be the energy transmitter, with sufficient
power supply from the power grid, while for the mobile users,
the power supply is limited due to the size of batteries, and
wireless power supply is needed much more urgently. Thus,
we believe that this direction is promising in the future.
(d) Relay-based Network: Wireless relaying is widely used
in modern wireless networks [91], and it can extend the
network coverage by receiving the transmitted signal from
the source and then forwarding it to the destination with or
without any further processing. Nevertheless, the relays are
usually equipped flexibly without connecting to the grid, and
thus its power supply is one of the key challenges. Thus, in
some of the research works, the interferences from ambient
environment or other users can be exploited by the relays as an
abundant power supply for wireless EH. In [65], [67], [85], a
wireless system with one source, one relay and one destination
was considered as shown in Fig. 9(a), and the interference
from ambient environment is collected to support the operation
of the relay through wireless EH. The relaying interference
network was considered in [34], [35] as shown in Fig. 9(b), in
which multiple transmitters send independent information to
their corresponding receivers through multiple relays. In the
network, the relays harvest energy from the transmitted signals
of the transmitters, to support the operations of the relays. In
[72], a cognitive radio network was considered as shown in
Fig. 9(c), where a secondary relay (SR) is utilized to assist the
communication between the secondary transmitter (ST) and
secondary destination (SD). In the system, the interferences
from the primary transmitters (PTs) are harvested as power
supply for the secondary relay (SR).
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putational complexity [25], [26], [26]–[32], [32]–[35]. More
details about the beamforming optimization based wireless EH
will be presented in Section IV-A.
(b) Interference Alignment: Interference alignment is an
excellent interference management technique that has emerged
in recent years [4], [5]. It can approach the capacity of
interference channel at high SNRs. In IA-based networks,
the interferences are constrained into certain subspaces at the
undesired receivers, and thus the information can be decoded
free of interference at the target receiver [92]. When it is
adopted for wireless EH in interference networks, perfect IA
is first performed, and then the received signal is split into two
parts, one for ID and the other for EH [30], [36]–[45]. More
details about the IA-based wireless EH will be demonstrated
in Section IV-B.
(b) Interference Cancellation: The method of interference
cancellation can also be adopted to solve the interference
management problem in the wireless EH systems exploiting
interference [24], however, it is not as widely researched as
the above two methods.

IV. I NTERFERENCE M ANAGEMENT FOR W IRELESS
E NERGY H ARVESTING BASED ON I NTERFERENCE

Fig. 9. Three types of wireless energy harvesting in relay-based systems that
exploit interference.

D. Interference Management Technique
When interference is considered in the research of SWIPT,
it is very important to guarantee the requirements of both
IT and EH, with the transmit power relatively low. Thus the
interference management is a key challenge in the interferencebased wireless EH systems [2]. There are mainly two kinds
of method to achieve interference management for wireless
EH systems, i.e., beamforming optimization [25], [26], [26]–
[32], [32]–[35] and interference alignment [30], [36]–[45]. In
addition, interference cancellation has also been applied to the
interference management for wireless EH [24].
(a) Beamforming Optimization: The most natural idea to
perform wireless EH in interference networks is to optimize
the beamforming matrices of the transmitters, usually, jointly
with the PS ratios. In most of the research works, the beamforming and power splitting are jointly optimized to minimize
the total transmit power of the network with the QoS and
EH requirements of each users satisfied. Nevertheless, the
optimization problems in these works are non-convex, and
some suboptimal solutions should be derived with lower com-

The most important task for wireless EH systems that exploit interference is interference management [2]. This is due
to the fact that information should also be transmitted along
with energy, and interference will degrade the performance
of IT but help the EH [93]. Proper interference management
will significantly improve the performance of both IT and
EH, and it should be carefully designed to obtain better
performance with lower computational complexity. Generally
speaking, there are mainly two kinds of methods to achieve
interference management in wireless EH systems based on
interference, i.e., beamforming optimization [25]–[35] and
interference alignment [30], [36]–[45], [56], which will be
discussed in detail in this section.

A. Beamforming Optimization
Interference should be properly managed when it is exploited for SWIPT, for the reason that information should also be
transmitted along with energy, which will be affected by the
interferences. A natural method is to design the beamforming
matrices of the transmitters to minimize the influence of the
interference for better performance of IT and EH. Besides,
wireless EH is usually achieved by the PS architecture, and
the performance of IT and EH should be optimized by
jointly designing the PS ratio and the beamforming matrices.
Therefore, the beamforming and PS ratio should be jointly
optimized, and usually the total transmit power should be
minimized with the requirements of IT and EH satisfied. For
example, the optimization function in [30] can be expressed
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Fig. 10.

Demonstration of the IA-based wireless energy harvesting.

TABLE IV
M ETHODS OF D ERIVING THE S UBOPTIMAL A LGORITHMS FOR J OINT
B EAMFORMING AND P OWER -S PLITTING O PTIMIZATION

as
K
∑

min

{v[k] ,ρ[k] ,u[k] }

2

v[k]

k=1

(

Methods

)

s.t. SINR
v ,u ,ρ
≥γ ,
(
)
Q[k] v[k] , ρ[k] ≥ e[k] ,
[k]

[k]

[k]

0 < ρ[k] < 1,

u[k]

[k]

[k]

2

(1)

Second-order cone programming

where
[k]

SINR =

ρ[k] u[k]† H[kk] v[k]
K
∑

Linear programming

[32]

Game

[33]–[35]

,

2

2

2

j̸=k

(2)
and
2

,

k ∈ K.

(3)

j=1

In (1)-(3), v[k] and u[k] are the precoding and decoding
vectors of the kth user, respectively, and ρ[k] is the PS ratio.
SINR[k] and Q[k] are the received signal-to-interference-plusnoise ratio (SINR) and the harvested power of the kth user,
respectively. 0 < ζ < 1 denotes the efficiency of power
conversion at the EH terminal. H[kj] represents the complex
channel matrix from the jth transmitter to the kth receiver. σ 2
and δ 2 are the noise power introduced by the antennas and the
ID terminal, respectively.
2

[26], [31], [32]

2

ρ[k] u[k]† H[kj] v[j] +ρ[k] σ 2 u[k] +δ 2 u[k]

K
(
)∑
Q[k] = ζ 1 − ρ[k]
H[kj] v[j]

[25], [28], [30]
[26], [27], [29]

k ∈ K,

= 1,

Semi-definite programming

References

In (1), v[k]
also represents the transmit power of the
kth user. Therefore, according to the optimization, the total
transmit power is minimized by jointly optimizing v[k] , u[k]
and ρ[k] , with the targets of received SINR and harvested
power satisfied. In addition, we can see that the beamforming

vector and the PS ratio are twisted together in the above
optimization function, and thus it is a non-convex problem
which is very difficult to solve. To achieve the non-convex optimization problem in (1), we should derive some sub-optimal
algorithms with much lower computational complexity. In the
existing research works, semi-definite programming, secondorder cone programming, linear programming and game have
been utilized to solve the problem (1), which is further
presented in Table IV.
B. Interference Alignment
IA is an effective interference management technique for
interference networks [4], [5], [92], in which the interferences
are constrained into certain subspaces at all the receivers by
the precoding matrices cooperatively, and thus the information
can be recovered free of interference through decoding. The
interference can be perfectly eliminated when IA is feasible
[94], with the following conditions satisfied.
U[k]† H[ki] V[i] = 0d[k] ×d[i] , ∀i ̸= k,
)
(
rank U[k]† H[kk] V[k] = d[k] , ∀k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , K}.

(4)
(5)
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Fig. 11. Power-rate tradeoffs of the PSO algorithms with and without power
allocation in the 5-user IA-based network for wireless energy harvesting.
Average received SNR is 10dB.

In the IA-based wireless EH systems [30], [36]–[45], [56],
the received signal is first split into two parts at each receiver
according to the PS ratio ρ, one for ID and the other for EH,
as shown in Fig. 10. At the ID terminal, the information is
recovered without interference by the decoding matrix, while
at the EH terminal, energy harvesting is performed. Some of
the important works on IA-based networks for wireless EH
are summarized in Table V.
As the precoding and decoding matrices are calculated and
set in advance in the IA-based wireless EH systems, and these
matrices need not to be optimized again as in the beamforming
optimization method in Section IV-A. Thus, only the PS ratio
should be optimized to satisfied the IT and EH performance,
which is much easier to be solved. If we want to further
improve the performance of SWIPT, the PS ratio and the
transmit power can be jointly optimized. In [37], a powersplitting optimization (PSO) algorithm is proposed, in which
the performance of IT and EH are optimized at the same with
a specific weight α between them by designing the PS ratio
properly. Besides, we also assume that the sum transmit power
of the users in the network is fixed, and the transmit power
and the PS ratio can be jointly optimized to improve the IT
and EH performance. The simulation results are shown in Fig.
11. From the results, it is shown that when power allocation
(PA) is performed jointly with the PS optimization, the IT and
EH performance will be improved significantly compared with
that achieved by only PS without PA.
The advantages and disadvantages of the above two methods
are analyzed as follows.
•

When the beamforming matrices and the PS ratio
are jointly optimized, the optimal performance can be
achieved, i.e., the total transmit power is minimized
with IT and EH requirements satisfied. Nevertheless, the
optimization is usually non-convex, and is very difficult

to solve.
When IA is adopted, the interferences among users can
be perfectly eliminated with the precoding and decoding
matrices of IA. No complex optimization is needed, due
to the fact that only the PS ratio should be optimized
based on the solutions of IA, which is much easier to be
solved.
In addition, when beamforming is performed, we cannot
know whether the interference can be perfectly suppressed by the precoding and decoding matrices, although
the performance of the wireless EH can be optimized.
When IA is adopted, we can easily know whether the
interference can be perfectly eliminated when ID is
performed, and the minimal antennas that are required
to handle the interference can be derived.
V. C ASE S TUDIES ON JAMMING BASED W IRELESS
E NERGY H ARVESTING

In the security area of wireless networks, interference can
be generated by a certain transmitter to disrupt the information
decoding at a specific receiver, and we can call this jamming
signal or artificial noise [95]. When the active attacker is
considered, the jamming signal is emitted by the adversarial
jammers to disrupt the legitimate transmission of the network
[96], [97]. For the defender, the AN can be generated by
the legitimate transmitters to prevent eavesdropping by some
potential eavesdroppers [98]–[101]. The jamming signal and
AN are two kinds of actively generated interference, and
usually their transmit power is relatively high to have better
disruption performance. Therefore, the jamming signal and
AN can be served an adequate energy source for wireless
EH of the legitimate network, which will be discussed in this
section in detail.
A. Adversarial Jamming Signal for Energy Harvesting
Jamming is an important active attack in wireless network,
and the jamming signal is generated by some adversarial
jammers to intentionally disrupt the legitimate transmission
of wireless networks [96], [97]. To relieve the influence of the
jamming and guarantee the legitimate transmission, many antijamming methods have been proposed [102]–[104], among
which the anti-jamming IA scheme is a very effective method
to combat with the jamming signals for interference networks
[105], [106], as shown in Fig. 12. In the anti-jamming IA
scheme, the original solutions is no longer effective towards
the jamming signals, and thus the precoding and decoding
matrices of IA should be re-designed.
According to Fig. 12, the interferences from other users
are constrained into the same subspace as the jamming signal
at each receiver by the precoding matrices cooperatively, and
thus the interferences and jamming signal can be eliminated
together by the decoding matrices. Consider a K-user symmetric IA network with M antennas at each transmitter and
N antennas at each receiver, and d data streams are sent by
each user. When there exist a jammer with Nj antennas, the
feasibility conditions of the anti-jamming IA scheme can be
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TABLE V
S OME OF THE I MPORTANT W ORKS ON IA-BASED N ETWORKS FOR W IRELESS E NERGY H ARVESTING

Year
2014
2014
2014
2014
2015
2015
2015
2015
2016
2016
2016
2016

Fig. 12.

Authors
N. Zhao, etc [44]
B. Koo and D. Park [40]
N. Zhao, etc [43]
X. Li, etc [42]
N. Zhao, etc [38]
N. Zhao, etc [37]
Z. Xie, etc [36]
N. Zhao, etc [41]
Z. Zong, etc [30]
J. Guo, etc [45]
Y. Ren, etc [39]
Y. Cao, etc [56]

Publications
IWCMC’14
IEEE CL
WCSP’14
GLOBECOM’14
IEEE WC
IEEE CM
IEEE WCL
ICC’15
IEEE TWC
WCSP’16
IEEE ACCESS
IEEE ICCS’16

Features and advantages
A common framework, user selection power splitting
Antenna selection
User selection
Antenna selection and power splitting
User selection
Joint transmit power and power splitting optimization
Distributed IA, HetNets, pseudo DoF
Angle Swiching
Semi-decouple the joint optimization by diversity interference alignment
Exploiting jamming for energy harvesting
Uplink, multi-cluster, user selection
Exploiting artificial noise for energy harvesting

Demonstration of wireless energy harvesting in the anti-jamming IA network.

expressed as [106]
M +N
N
M

≥ (K + 1)d + Nj ,
≥ Nj + d,
≥ d.

(6)

The condition (6) gives the minimal requirements of the
antennas at each transceiver to achieve perfect anti-jamming
performance, i.e., to eliminate the interferences as well as the
jamming signal completely.
Although the anti-jamming IA scheme has excellent performance in handling the jamming signals and interferences,
they are just eliminated without reutilization. As we know, the

transmit power of the jammer is usually very high to achieve
better performance in disrupting the legitimate transmission,
and it is really a waste of energy to just eliminate the jamming
signal. Therefore, a novel wireless EH scheme is proposed
for the anti-jamming IA scheme in [45], [107], in which the
received signals, including the desired signal, the interferences
among users, and the jamming signal, are split into two parts
at each receiver, one for the ID terminal, and the other for the
EH terminal. In [45], [107], the total transmit power of the
legitimate network is minimized through jointly optimizing
the transmit power and the PS ratio, with the requirements
of both IT and EH guaranteed. According to the scheme, the
redundant power of the interferences and jamming signals can
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Fig. 13.
Comparison of the total transmit power of the proposed antijamming IA scheme with wireless energy harvesting when the transmit power
of jammer and the threshold for IT γ are changing.

be further exploited for wireless EH, as long as the QoS of the
IT can be met. Thus the interference and jamming that used to
be deemed as harmful factors, can be fully utilized to provide
power for the wireless systems. Nevertheless, the variables of
transmit power and PS ratio are coupled together, and thus the
above optimization problem is non-convex, which is difficult
to solve. In [45], [107], a suboptimal algorithm is designed for
the problem, and the corresponding low-complexity solutions
are derived.
The performance of the anti-jamming IA scheme for wireless EH is shown in Fig. 13, with different values of the
transmit power of jammer Pj and the SINR threshold for
IT γ. From the simulation results, we can see that when
the transmit power of the jamming signal becomes higher,
the minimal required total transmit power of the legitimate
network becomes lower, due to the fact that more power of the
jamming signal can be leveraged by the legitimate receivers
to replenish their batteries. Besides, we can also know that
more transmit power is needed by the legitimate network when
the threshold of SINR γ becomes larger. Therefore, we can
conclude that the adversarial jamming signal can be changed
from harmful to beneficial to the wireless networks as an
abundant energy source, if the interference management and
EH can be properly designed and optimized in the interference
networks.
B. Artificial Noise for Wireless Energy Harvesting
Another important issue of physical layer security is eavesdropping, which is a key threat to the secure transmission of
wireless networks [95]. When the eavesdropping is considered,
it should guarantee that the confidential messages transmitted
by the legitimate users should not be intercepted by the passive

eavesdropper [108]. There have been many methods to protect
the confidential transmission of legitimate transmission, and
one of the most effective ones is to use artificial noise [98]–
[101]. In this method, AN is generated by the legitimate
user, which will disrupt the eavesdropping without affecting
the legitimate transmission. Especially, for the interference
networks, a novel anti-eavesdropping scheme was proposed
in [109], [110] through using the techniques of IA and AN,
as shown in Fig. 14. In the scheme, AN is generated by
each transmitter along with the information streams, which
will disrupt the passive eavesdropping without affecting the
legitimate transmission, i.e., the AN will be eliminated at all
the receivers together with the interferences. The feasibility
conditions of the anti-eavesdropping IA scheme based on AN
can be presented as
(d + 1)M + dN
M
M

≥ d2 K + d2 + dK + 1
≥ d
≥ d.

(7)

The meanings of the symbols in (7) are similar to those in
(6). The condition (7) presents the minimal required number
of the antennas at each node to transmit information free of
interference and AN.
Nevertheless, most of the transmit power is allocated to the
AN to guarantee the security performance in the AN-based
schemes. For example, in the AN-based IA network in [109],
[110], the AN is just eliminated at the receiver along with
the interferences, which is a great waste of energy. If we
can perform wireless EH that leverages AN and interference,
the abundant power of AN can be collected to support the
operation of the receivers. Therefore, an AN-based IA network
with wireless EH was proposed in [56], [111], as shown in
Fig. 14. In the scheme, the received signal, including the
desired signal, interferences and AN, is divided into two parts
at each receiver through a power splitter, one part for the ID
terminal and the other part for EH. At the ID terminal, the
split signal is treated by the decoding matrix, through which
the desired information can be recovered with the interferences
and AN perfectly eliminated. At the EH terminal, the split part
of the signal is converted to electrical energy to support the
operations of the receiver. To further improve the performance
of the scheme, the transmit power and the PS ratio are jointly
optimized to maximize the transmit power of AN with the
requirements of IT and EH guaranteed [56], [111]. However,
the optimization problem is non-convex and very difficult to
solve. Thus, a suboptimal algorithm for the problem is also
developed with much lower complexity.
To show the performance of the anti-eavesdropping IA
scheme for wireless EH, the average eavesdropping rate is
compared with different values of the ID threshold γ, the
EH threshold e and the total transmit power, in Fig. 15.
From the results, we can see that, when the total transmit
power of the network is increased, the average eavesdropping
rate will become lower with the requirement of IT γ and
the requirement of EH e guaranteed. This is due to the fact
that more redundant power of AN and interferences can be
collected for the operation of receivers with the IT and EH
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Fig. 14.

Demonstration of wireless energy harvesting in the anti-eavesdropping IA network with artificial noise.

we can conclude that the AN in the anti-eavesdropping IA
scheme to disrupt the eavesdropping can also be exploited as
an abundant energy source as well as to guarantee the security,
if the IM and EH are properly designed in the interference
networks.
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Although some excellent research works have been done
on exploiting interference for wireless EH, there still remain
some open research challenges to be solved in the future, and
we will discuss some of them in this section.
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Fig. 15. Comparison of the average eavesdropping rate in the anti-jamming
AN scheme for wireless energy harvesting under different values of total
transmit power, IT threshold γ and EH threshold e.

requirements satisfied, when the total transmit power of the
network becomes higher. Besides, when the values of γ and
e become larger, the average eavesdropping rate will also
become higher, because more power will be devoted to IT
and EH, and thus the power of AN becomes lower. Therefore,

In the SWIPT system that exploits interference, information
should be transmitted as well as energy, and the QoS of IT will
surely be affected by the interference. Thus a key challenge
that should be solved for the interference based wireless EH is
the interference management problem. As analyzed in Section
III-D, there are mainly two kinds of methods to achieve
interference management, i.e., beamforming optimization and
interference alignment.
(1) Beamforming Optimization: The first method is to
design the beamforming of transceivers directly, especially
in the wireless EH systems, the beamforming is usually
jointly optimized with the PS ratio. The joint optimization
problem is a non-convex problem, which is very difficult
to solve. Although many suboptimal algorithms have been
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proposed to solve the joint optimization problem, e.g., semidefinite programming, second-order cone programming, linear
programming and game, the computational complexity is still
high for the practical systems. Therefore, more efforts should
be devoted to the development of low-complexity suboptimal
algorithms for the jointly optimization of the beamforming
matrices and PS ratio.
(2) Interference Alignment: IA is a promising technique for
interference management in wireless networks, and it can be
adopted to be utilized in the wireless EH systems exploiting interference. Although the performance of the IA-based
wireless EH is excellent, there still remain some challenges,
one of which is its high computational complexity. First, the
closed-form solutions of IA cannot be derived when there exist
more than 3 users in the network, and thus some iterative
algorithms should be leveraged to obtain the solutions of IA
with relatively high computational complexity. Second, the
accurate channel state information (CSI) of the whole network
should be available at each node to obtain the solutions of IA,
which is surely a strict requirement. Although there are plenty
of research works that focus on these aspects of IA, there is
still a long road ahead. Therefore, we should pay much more
attention on the directions that make IA more suitable and
practical for wireless EH.

B. Efficiency of Wireless Energy Harvesting
Another challenge is the efficiency of wireless EH. Although wireless signal can carry energy as well as information,
which can be harvested as a power source, the power strength
of the wireless signal is attenuated seriously as the distance
of transmission becomes longer. For the resonant inductive
coupling and magetic resonance coupling [14]–[17], the power
strength is attenuated 60 dB per decade of distance, which
means the power strength is decreased by 106 times with the
increase of distance by 10 times. Thus these two methods
are only suitable to be utilized for the near-field applications
of wireless EH with limited distance. For the wireless RF
energy harvesting, it is suitable for the far-field applications
of wireless energy transfer with relatively longer distance.
Nevertheless, the power strength of wireless RF energy
harvesting is also attenuated 20dB per decade of distance, and
it is not efficient or even not suitable when applied to the
scenarios with much longer distance [8]. Besides, due to the
regulations of government, e.g., the federal communications
commission (FCC), the radiated power is limited, and the
wireless EH is thus limited to be applied within a very small
area. Thus wireless EH is only suitable to be utilized in
some low-power small-area networks, such as wireless sensor
networks and wireless body networks. In the future research
of this direction, much more efficient wireless EH schemes
should be derived, in order to expand its applications. For
example, the receive antennas for wireless EH with much
higher gain and much better direction performance should
be designed, and much more efficient RF-to-DC converters
should be developed, etc.

C. Energy-Efficient Algorithms
The algorithms for the wireless EH system that exploits
interference are usually very complex, due to the fact that the
beamforming matrices should be optimized or the solutions
of IA should be calculated to manage the interference as well
as to optimize the perform of IT and EH. In addition, in the
existing algorithms, the global CSI of the interference network
is usually required by the nodes, which is also not easy to
obtain.
On the other hand, the harvested energy is usually limited,
due to the path loss of the wireless channels and the conversion
loss of the EH terminal. If the consuming power of obtaining
CSI and performing the beamforming algorithm at the receiver
is no less than the collected power through EH, there seems
to have no need to perform EH. Besides, more antennas will
consume more power, and the number of antennas at the
wireless EH powered communication nodes should be limited
to save energy. Thus there exists a tradeoff between the power
consumption of nodes supported by the wireless EH and the
power harvested by these nodes.
For the SWIPT users, information receiving is more sensitive than the energy receiving. When the users are far
from the interference energy source, there may be no need
to perform wireless EH with information transmission still
performed. Thus we should decide whether wireless EH should
be performed for the SWIPT receiver adaptively.
Therefore, in the future, more energy-efficient beamforming
algorithms should be developed to save energy at the receivers
of the wireless EH system that exploits interference, which
is essential to the wireless EH systems and thus will surely
become one of the key challenges.
D. Stability of the Interference Energy Resource
In the wireless EH systems that mainly depend on the
ambient interference, the energy source is not stable all the
time, which will surely affect the stability of the wireless EH.
At the peak time, e.g., the day time, more active users may
exist in the network, the resource of interference for wireless
EH is sufficient, but the transmission requires more energy too;
while at the off-peak time, e.g., midnight, fewer active users
exist in the network, the resource of interference for EH is
insufficient, but the information transmission also requires less
energy. Thus it is a key problem to balance the wireless EH
between the peak time and the non-peak time, and schedule
the power utilization and storage adaptively.
In addition, the power resource of the interference can
change dynamically in a short time, because some strong interference may disappear suddenly. Therefore, it is a challenge
to perform the wireless EH from dedicated energy source or
from the ambient interference according to the requirements
of the systems adaptively.
VII. C ONCLUSIONS
Interference used to be deemed as a negative factor for
wireless networks, for the reason that it will degrade the
reliable transmission of information greatly. However, it can
also provide benefits as a sufficient power source thanks to
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the recent research advances in wireless EH. Thus, in this
paper, we have presented a comprehensive survey of exploiting
interference for wireless EH. We began our discussion with an
overview of some fundamentals of wireless EH, from green
communications to SWIPT, and from the methods to achieve
wireless EH to receiver architectures of PS and TS. Then we
discussed the classifications of wireless EH systems exploiting interference, according to receiver architecture, antenna
dimension, network topology and interference management,
respectively. Next, one of the key problems, interference management, was presented, including beamforming optimization
and IA. In addition, some case studies on jamming and AN
based wireless EH systems were discussed. Finally, some
open research challenges are exploited, such as effective
interference management with low complexity, efficiency of
wireless EH, energy-efficient algorithms, and stability of the
interference energy resource.
In summary, the research on exploiting interference for
wireless EH is quite broad, and there is still a long way
ahead to utilize the interference-based wireless EH technique
to practical systems due to some challenging issues. In this
article, the state-of-the-art in the research of interferencebased wireless EH is surveyed, and some research issues and
challenges are discussed, which can be beneficial for the future
research of wireless EH systems exploiting interference.
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